Abstract-With respect to a given set of local encoding kernels II. PROBLEM FORMULATION defining a linear network code, refined versions of the Hamming bound, the Singleton bound and the Gilbert-Varshamov bound
correction can be fully characterized. The relation between network coding and maximum distance separation (MDS) A*_ f 1 ej is the ith edge in Out(s), codes in classical algebraic coding has been clarified in [6] . 0 otherwise. In this paper, we present stronger versions of the Hamming bound, the Singleton bound and the Gilbert-Varshamov bound By applying the order on S to Out(s), the ns non-zero for network error correction compared with those bounds columns of A form an identity matrix. obtained in [1]-[3] . Our proofs of these bounds are based An error vector z is an S F-dimensional row vector with on the weight properties of network codes [5] . An algorithm each component representing the error on the corresponding that constructs a linear network codes achieving a refined edge. An error pattern is a subset of S. An error vector is Singleton bound from a classical linear block code has recently said to match an error pattern if all the errors occur on the been presented in [9] . In this paper, we present a different edges in the error pattern. The set of all error vectors that constructive proof to the tightness of the Singleton bound with match error pattern p is denoted by p*. Let pz be the error respect to a given sets of global encoding kernels defining a pattern corresponding to the non-zero components of an error linear network code. This paper is organized as follows. Section II formulates For network 9, a linear network error-correcting code, or a the network error correction problem. Section III reviews the linear network code for brevity, is specified by a set of local weight properties of network codes. The coding bounds are encoding kernels {kei,e: e', e C S:} and the message set C. proved in Section IV. In the last section we summarize our The local encoding kernel ke',e can be non-zero only if e' C work.
In(tail(e)). Define the S6 x S6 one-step transition matrix 1-4244-1200-5/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE.
K= [Ki,j] Define the transfer matrix of the network by F = (I -K)-1 [7] , so that the symbols transmitted on the edges are given by the network Hamming distance between two message vectors the components of (xA + z)F.
xl and x2 is defined by For a sink node t C 7, write nt= Imn(t) , and define an S x nt matrix Bt = [Bi,j] for sink node t as Dt 7S(xl x2) = Wtms(Xl-x2). 
teT maximum flow between source node s and sink node t by maxflow(s,t). Evidently, for any linear network code on 9, the and rank of Fs,t is upper bounded by maxflow(s,t) [6] . When the n = min maxflow(s, t).
(12) network is error-free, the error correction problem is reduced teT to the usual network coding problem, for which the size of In terms of the notion of minimum distance, the Hamming the message set C is bounded by qminteT maxflow (s,t) 
C < qmt-dm,wint±+1
for all sink nodes t, where (23) follows from r < rt and (24) for all sink node t. follows from mt < maxflow(s, t) and the inequality proved in Proof: Fix a sink node t. Find mt linearly independent the Appendix. By the same inequality, upon minimizing over rows of Fs,t and let Pt be the set of edges in Out(s) that all sink nodes t C 7, we obtain (13).
corresponds to these mt linearly independent rows. Note that To verify that the condition for the inequality in the Ap- 
exists x' C C' such that x'Fs,t = xiFs,t = x2Fs,t for distinct 2 xl , x2 C C, a contradiction to the assumption that dmin,t > 0.
Ldmin,tl j
Thus the mapping qt is a one-to-one and onto mapping, which 2 implies that Ct C.
-1 (30) Let 2
Zt ={Z E P* : WH(Z) < rt}.
By Theorem 1, the network code with C being the message for all t C T set can correct all the errors in Zt at sink node t. Since sink For the Singleton bound in Theorem 2, we first note that it is node t has the same reception for the transmission of either maximized when mt = maxflow(s, t) for all t C T. This can x C C or Xt(x) C Ct for the same error vector, the network be achieved by a linear broadcast whose existence was proved code with C' being the message set can also correct all the in 
For v e Fn and V c Fqn,we also write {v}+V as v+V. g and Theorem 3 (Gilbert bound): Given a set of local encoding C' = C + (g). kernels, let ACmax be the maximum possible size of the Then C,is a subspace with dimension Wmax+ I.f C'nA (0) message set such that the network code has unicast minimum 0} then there exists a non-zero vector distance greater than or equal to dt > 0 for each sink node t. 
ceC C and a sink node t such that Dmsg(X c) < d -l (41 ) which is a contradiction to (51). Therefore, C' n A (0) {0}, t7s (x, _) . c4~-1, (41) i.e., C' is a message set such that the network code has unicast since otherwise we could add x to the message set while minimum distance larger than or equal to dt, which is a keeping the minimum distance larger than or equal to dt for contradiction on the maximality of C. The proof is completed. each sink node t, which is a contradiction on the maximality of C.
C. Tightness of the Singleton Bound Let
Ai(c) = UteAt (c, dt -1).
(42)
Theorem 5: Given a set of local encoding kernels over a finite field with size q where q is sufficiently large, for every Hence, the whole space IFn, is contained in the union of A(e) 0 < a m mn , 
deduce that qn, < C A(0)l, that is for all sink nodes t. E aigi e A\t(0, m1t-w),
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